AVIATION DVDS
HOW TO LICENSE YOUR
HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT

CM

This DVD will walk you through each step to successfully license your experimental amateur homebuilt aircraft. The actual FAA forms required are displayed on
screen, and where to obtain them and how to fill them
out.....................................P/N 13-03609............$29.95

WP

HOMEBUILT HELP ELECTRICAL
WIRING TUTORIAL

ME

Explains and demonstrates the common procedures,
tools and components required for the basic wiring
of a homebuilt aircraft. Demonstrations of crimping,
soldering, wire selection and wiring design with simple
schematics that are applicable to a homebuilt electrical
system. Video length is 1 hour and 20 minutes.
P/N13-03578.............$29.95

HA

METALWORKING 101

AP
LG
EP

Targeted to the beginning student of pop-riveted
metal kit plane construction. Ideal for the person who
is contemplating the undertaking of a metal kit plane
project. Takes you thru the actual construction of a
Zenith rudder, from start to finish. While it can be used
to supplement the construction guide supplied by the manufacturer with
this rudder (a CH701 or CH601), it is actually intended to demonstrate
to the beginning builder just what tasks and skills are required. General
metal building procedures are explained and demonstrated.
P/N 13-03369............$28.95

WEIGHT & BALANCE 101 FOR HOMEBUILT
Completing a homebuilt requires you to calculate and
document the weight & balance figures for your plane
and present them to the inspector...and for many
homebuilders this task is confusing and complicated
-- however, this video makes this task simple and easy
to understand. The video makes it easy for you to
understand the concepts required to perform your own
weight and balance analysis on your aircraft and then
document the findings for the inspection process.
P/N 13-04184............$32.95

CS
IN

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL TUBING
3 DVD Set Includes: -4130 Chromemoly Airframe
Construction (2 DVD set) -Repairing Structural Tubing.
The 4130 DVD: Three EAA Technical Counselors
(over 60 years’ total experience) show you the procedures necessary to construct a complete airframe from
plans..................................P/N 13-13051............$98.90

EL
AV

REPAIRING STRUCTURAL
TUBING
This class teaches measuring, geometry, straightening, cutting fishmouths, fitting, splicing, and welding to
repair some fuselage damage. A fine companion to our
full-length 2-DVD series, 4130 Chromemoly Airframe
Construction......................P/N 13-13044............$55.95

TO

SKYWARD TECH
AIRCRAFT ENGINE REBUILDING

PS

De-mystify the overhaul procedures on selected
Continental & Lycoming engines. Videos begin with
a dismantled engine, show the crankshaft being
mounted on a stand and then proceed through complete assembly. These videos effectively present the
step-by-step procedures of re-assembly.

BV

Description
Cont. 0-200 Rebuild
Lyc. 0-320 Rebuild
Lyc. 0-360 Rebuild
Lyc. l0-360 Rebuild

1058

DVD P/N
13-03208
13-04465
13-03210
13-03209

Price
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

SCRATCH BUILDING BASICS
FOR METAL AIRCRAFT
An excellent way to determine if building a homebuilt
aircraft from scratch is right for you... you will obtain
a full understanding of the trials, tribulations, joys and
successes that this type of building process entails. You
can’t watch these guys at work and not learn something
that might change the way you think about the process
and people that build their own planes from scratch!
Approximately 3.5 hours in length and is divided into 10 video chapters to
make navigation and review of desired sections fast and easy. The DVD
set includes web links to plans for building your own sheet metal brake
and other tools used in this video (you can print the plans on your own
printer)..........................................................P/N 13-04185............$38.95

RV-12 EMPENNAGE TAILCONE
This double disk DVD is the first in a series of videos
being developed to cover the entire build process for
the Van’s RV-12 aircraft kit. It covers the complete
empennage/tailcone kit as supplied by Van’s Aircraft. It
is a great starting place to begin your project – there are
no prerequisite assemblies that need to be completed
before starting. All in the exact sequence of building as specified by
the construction manual. Approximately 2.5 hours in length and is
divided into various video chapters to make navigation and review of
desired sections fast and easy. They are completing production on the
subsequent volumes of the RV-12 build (that are also sequenced to the
sub-kits as provided by Van’s Aircraft).........P/N 13-09590............$48.85

RV RUDDER WORKSHOP
This instructional video has 2 major sections: The first
section contains an overview and demonstration of the
tools and techniques that are required for building an
RV aircraft. These specialized building techniques center around riveting with solid rivets - essential for the
RV aircraft. Many specialized tools are required for this
type of construction and are discussed and demonstrated. Techniques
that are shown include: dimpling, countersinking, deburring, drilling,
back riveting and pop riveting. A full discussion of the types of rivets that
are used along with their important characteristics is included in this first
section of the video. The tools for measuring proper rivet setting (rivet
gauges) are shown and demonstrated. Some of the tools that are featured include: hand squeezer, pneumatic rivet gun, flush and universal
rivet sets, dimple dies, back rivet sets, scotch-brite polishing wheel and
deburring tools. ...........................................P/N 13-04791............$31.50

BASIC FABRIC COVERING DVD
Aircraft Fabric Covering is a must for anyone who wants
to cover their own airplane. This 2-hour comprehensive
video presents every aspect of the Poly-Fiber™ fabric
covering process in detail, and in easy-to-understand
language. From preparing the airplane for covering to spraying on the
colors, you are guided step by step through the entire process by a professional EAA SportAir fabric instructor. When used in conjunction with
the Poly-Fiber manual, Aircraft Fabric Covering removes the mystery
surrounding this important process in the construction or restoration
of your airplane. Information covered includes: • Preparing surfaces
• Attaching the fabric • Tightening the fabric • Applying the first coat of
Poly-Brush • Tying rib-lacing knots • Applying finishing tapes • Spraying
UV-blocking chemical, Poly-Spray • Applying the color coats.
P/N 13-40428............$39.95

EAA HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS
- SHEET METAL - VOLUME 2

Since inception in 2008 EAA’s instructional how-to video
series has been viewed online several million times.
Incorporating some of the more popular segments, first
time aircraft builders, or multi-project builders will find useful hints, tips, and techniques on this DVD. Approximate
Run Time: 93 minutes........P/N 13-21975............$14.95

GAS WELDING - CHROMOLY
EAA – the authority on home built aircraft – presents
the definitive how-to introduction to gas (oxyacetylene) welding. For the home builder working with
chromoly tubing, gas welding provides an effective,
reliable, and affordable way to weld. Whether you’re a
first-time builder or a multi-project veteran, this is the
video for you. Earl Luce, an EAA SportAir Workshops
gas welding instructor, is an expert on gas welding.
He has welded more than 20 fuselages and is the
man behind the Wittman Buttercup plans. Earl brings his wealth of
experience in building aircraft with gas welding to you in this comprehensive, one-hour video..............................P/N 13-21972............$36.95
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